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ABSTRACT 
We discuss iterative methods for the solution of the linear system Az = b, 
which are based on a single splitting or a multisplitting of A. In order to com- 
pare different methods, it is common to compare the spectral radius of the it- 
erative matrix. For M-matrices A and weak regular splittings there exist well- 
known comparison theorems. Here, we give a comparison theorem for splittings 
of Sermitian positive definite matrices. Furthermore, we establish a comparison 
theorem for multisplittings of a Hermitian positive definite matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
If we consider linear systems of equations Ax = b, A E PI”, x, b E C”, 
that occur in the numerical analysis, in many cases the matrix A = [a,,] 
is an M-matrix, i.e., A E R”)“, aij 5 0 for i # j, A-’ exists and is 
nonnegative, or A is a Hermitian positive definite matrix. Stimulated by 
0. Taussky in 1958 [17], a lot of common properties of these two classes of 
matrices were found, as, for instance, determinant inequalities for principal 
submatrices of A. Here, we consider iterative methods for approximating 
the solution of the linear system AZ = b. We establish results for Hermitian 
positive definite matrices, which correspond with well-known results for 
M-matrices. 
One class of iterative methods is based on a splitting (M, N) of A, i.e. 
A = M - N, M nonsingular. Then, the iteration has the form 
5 i+l = M-lNXi + M-lb, i = 0, 1,2, . (1.1) 
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It is well known that (1.1) converges for all 20 if and only if p(M-lN) < 1 
[20, 21. Here, p(M-lN) denotes the spectral radius of M-‘N. 
A splitting (M, N) of A is called regular if M-l 2 0 and N 2 0, and 
zuealc regular if M-l > 0 and M-lN 2 0. Furthermore, Ortega [14] called 
a splitting P-regular if MH + N is Hermitian positive definite. Here, we use 
the notation M 2 0 for a matrix to be nonnegative and M t- 0 (M k 0) 
for a matrix to be Hermitian positive (semi-)definite. For both sets of 
splittings, there exist well-known convergence theorems for (1.1): 
THEOREM 1.1 (Varga [20]). Let A E IVn and (M, N) be a weak regular 
or a regular splitting of A. Then ,o(M-lN) < 1 if and only if A-’ 2 0. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Householder [6], John [8]). Let A E C”J’ be Hermitian, 
and let (M, N) be a P-regular splitting of A. Then p(M-lN) < 1 if and 
only if A > 0. 
In order to get a parallel algorithm for the sequence (l.l), O’Leary and 
White introduced in [15] the concept of multisplittings. They called (Mk, 
Nk, Ek);T.i a multisplitting of A if for each k, (Mk, Nk) is a single splitting 
of A, and Ek is a nonnegative diagonal matrix with cp?“=, Ek = I. Here, I 
denotes the identity matrix. Then the iteration to solve Ax = b becomes 
xi+’ = 2 & (M;‘Nkxi + j&-lb) (1.2) 
Using the matrices 
k=l 
H = c .&M,lNk, G=xEkM;‘, (1.3) 
k=l k=l 
we can express, if G is nonsingular, the multisplitting (Mk, Nk, Ek)p=i as a 
single splitting (G-l, G-l H) of A. Multisplittings have been discussed in 
several recent papers, for example the papers of Neumann and Plemmons 
[13], White [18, 191, Elsner [4], and Bru, Elsner, and Neumann [l]. O’Leary 
and White established in [15] the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.3. 
(i) If, fork = 1,. . . , m, (Mk, Nk) is a weak regular splitting of a matrix 
A satisfying A-’ 2 0, then (1.2) is convergent. 
(ii) If, fork = 1, . . . , m, (Mk, Nk) is a P-regular splitting of a symmetric 
positive definite matrix A and Ek = akI, then (1.2) is convergent. 
(iii) If, for k = I,..., m, ll(Mk,Nk)lloo < 1, then (1.2) is convergent. 
Here, II . Iloo is the maximum row sum matrix norm. 
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Moreover, White gives in [19] some more convergence results for Hermi- 
tian positive definite matrices satisfying a special zero pattern, i.e. matrices 
in dissection form or in nested dissection form. But here, we consider gen- 
eral Hermitian positive definite matrices and general multisplittings. 
In order to compare the asymptotic convergence rates of (1.1) and (1 .a), 
it is common to compare p(M-lN) for different single splittings or p(H) for 
different multisplittings. For M-matrices, or more generally for monotone 
matrices, and weak regular splittings, there exist well-known comparison 
theorems. A matrix A is called monotone if A-’ exists and A-’ > 0. In this 
note, we give a comparison theorem for single splittings and multisplittings 
of Hermitian positive definite matrices. A matrix A is positive definite if 
for all z E Cn, z # 0, one has Re(#Az) > 0. Here, Re(z) denotes 
the real part of the complex number z. These theorems have the same 
structure as the well-known comparison theorems for monotone matrices or 
M-matrices. The difference between these theorems for monotone matrices 
and for Hermitian positive definite matrices is just the different partial 
orderings of the two classes of matrices. Finally, we mention that the 
results given here are part of [12]. 
2. SINGLE SPLITTINGS 
Comparison theorems for regular splittings of monotone matrices were 
first introduced by Varga [20] in 1960 and followed by the work of Csordas 
and Varga [3], Miller and Neumann [lo], and Elsner [4]. Here, we mention 
the theorems due to Varga and Elsner: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A-’ >_ 0, and let (Ml, Nl), (Mz, Nz) be two regular 
splittings of A. If 0 5 N1 < Nz, N1 # 0, Nz - N1 # 0, then p(MIPIN,) < 
p(M,‘Nz) < 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A-l 1 0 and A = M1 - N1 = MZ - N2 be weak 
regular splittings. In either of the cases 
(i) Nl F Nz, 
the inequality p(M,l N1) 5 p(Mc’N2) holds. 
Since A-’ is a nonnegative matrix, the partial ordering for matrices 
M and N of the splittings used above is quite natural. It is the partial 
ordering of nonnegative matrices which is defined using the ordering of R 
elementwise. 
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To develop comparison theorems for Hermitian positive definite matri- 
ces, we also need an ordering of these matrices. Here, we use the partial 
ordering introduced by Lowner [9]. Let B, C E Cnyn be Hermitian. Then 
B k C if and only B - C is positive semidefinite. Similar, B + C if and 
only if B-C is positive definite. Furthermore, we need the following lemma 
[7, Corollary 7.7.41: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A, B E C”+ with A F- 0 and B + 0. Let &(A), Xk(B) 
be the eigenvalues of A and B. Then 
(i) A k B > 0 if and only if 0 + A-’ 5 B-l; 
(ii) if A k B, then &(A) 2 Xk(B) for all k = 1,. . , n, if the respec- 
tive eigenvalues &(A), Xk(B) of A and B are arranged in the same 
(increasing or decreasing) order. 
Lemma 2.1 remains true if we replace all weak inequalities by sharp 
inequalities. We are now ready to state our main result of this note. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A F 0, and let (Ml, Nl), (Mz, Nz) be two splittings 
ofA. IfOII:NldNz then 
p(M,-lN1) I p(M,‘Nz) < 1. (2.1) 
If05 Nl 4 Ns then 
P(M?N~) < p(M;lNz) < 1. (2.2) 
Proof. Since 0 _I Nr 5 N2, A 4 0, and Mi = A + Ni, i = 1,2, we 
obtain 
Hence, both splittings are P-regular splittings and p(M%T’Ni) < 1 for 
i = 1,2. Furthermore, the matrices Mi_‘Ni are similar to the Hermitian 
positive semidefinite matrices M%y 1’2 Ni Mi 1’2. Thus, CT (M%T’ Ni) C R$ 
(i = 1,2), where u(M%T’Ni) denotes the spectrum of Mtyl Ni and R$ de- 
notes the nonnegative real numbers. Similarly, a(MtTIA) c R$. Thus, we 
have 
1 > p(MLlNi) = p(I - MzTIA) = 1 - xmin(MZrlA) for i = 1,2, 
where Xmin( MilA) is the smallest eigenvalue of M%:lA. Since N1 3 N2, 
we have Ml 3 M2 and with Lemma 2.1(i), Ml1 k MT1. Therefore, 
Ar/sM-rAr/s 4 Ar/sM-‘Ar/2. 
2 _ 1 
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We obtain with Lemma 2.l(ii) 
X,i,(A1’2Mc1A1’2) 2 Xmin (A1/2MF1A1/2) 
hn(M~‘A) L knin(MTlA) 
Thus, p(M,lNi) 5 p(MylN2). Analogously, we obtain (2.2). 
REMARK 2.1. 
(i) Theorem 2.3 can also be shown by a proof which is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.1 given by Varga in [20]. With the conditions of Theorem 
2.3, we have 
/@f-qq = PWNi) < 1. 
1 + p(A-‘Ni) 
Since N, t 0, p(M%-lN,) and p(A- ‘Ni) are eigenvalues of M,- ‘N, 
and A-‘N, respectively. 
(ii) With the assumption of Theorem 2.3 we have Ni 3 Nz e Ml 3 
M2 @M,’ k M,‘. 
Theorem 2.3 for Hermitian positive definite matrices and P-regular split- 
tings, and Theorem 2.1 of Varga for monotone matrices and regular split- 
tings, have the same structure related to the partial ordering used of the 
classes of matrices. The difference between these theorems is the dif- 
ferent ordering of nonnegative and Hermitian positive definite matrices. 
Theorem 2.1 essentially requires A-’ > 0, h/i:’ > 0, and Ni 2 0, fur- 
thermore 0 5 Ni 5 N2. In Theorem 2.3 we assume A t 0, Ni h 0, and 
0 5 Ni 5 N2, which lead to A-’ + 0, Mi_’ t 0, Ni k 0, and 0 5 Ni 3 N2. 
Since the ordering of Hermitian positive definite matrices seems to be 
more restrictive and more difficult to verify, the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 
also seem to be restrictive. However, the following examples show that we 
cannot weaken them. Theorem 2.3 is not true if we just assume that Nr and 
N2 are arbitrary Hermitian matrices or arbitrary positive definite matrices. 
Furthermore, similar assumptions to those in Theorem 2.2 by Elsner for 
the weak regular case, Nz + 0 and Ni 3 N2 (thus, Ml1 k MF1), but not 
Ni + 0, cannot replace the assumptions of Theorem 2.3. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let A = Ml -N, = Mz - N2 with 
4 0 
A= o 7 > 
[ 1 
Ml = 
M2 [ 
19 -8 1 N2 [ 15 -8 = -8 ) = 27 -8 20 1 
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Both splittings are P-regular, Nz + 0, and NZ + Nr, but Nr is indefinite. 
We have p(M,lNi) = 0.899 > 0.829 = p(MTlNz). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A = Ml - Nl = M2 - N2 with 
A= 1 1 0 o l 1 , MI= 1 _;; 1 , Nl= [ _; ; 1 ,
M l2 I1 2 = [ -2 1 N 2 = -5 9’ [ -5 -2 1 8’ 
Both splittings are P-regular; Nr, N2, and N2 - Nr are positive definite 
but not Hermitian. We have p(M,lNl) = 0.940 > 0.920 = p(MTlN2). 
In the following we give three examples of splittings with Hermitian 
positive definite matrices N. First, we mention the SSOR method, which 
is given by the splitting 
A=M-N, 
M= ,(2’ w) (D - wL)DTD - WV), (2.3) 
N= w(2y w) [Cl - WP - wL]o-l[(l - w)D - WV]. 
Here, we use the standard decomposition A = D - L - U, where D is 
the diagonal of A, -L the lower triangular part of A, and -U the upper 
triangular part of A. For A + 0 and 0 < w < 2, we have N h 0. 
The second example is the incomplete Cholesky factorization given by 
A = LDLT - R, where L is a lower triangular and D is a diagonal matrix. 
In the matrix L, zero elements may occur in arbitrary off-diagonal places, 
which can be chosen in advance. These places (i, j) will be given by the set 
and require both (i, j) E P and (j, i) E P. Thus, a matrix A E C”!” admits 
an incomplete Cholesky factorization with respect to P c P(n) if there ex- 
ist matrices L = [lij], D, R = [rij] E C”l” such that A = LDLT - R with 
lij = 0 if (i,j) E P, 
Tij = 0 if (i, j) $ P. 
For more details about incomplete Cholesky factorization, or more gen- 
erally the incomplete LDU factorization, see Meijerink and van der Vorst 
[ll] and Robert [16]. For M- and H-matrices the incomplete LDU factor- 
ization exists for each P c P(n). However, there are Hermitian positive 
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definite matrices which do not admit an incomplete Cholesky factorization 
for all P C P(n), e.g. in [16]. To avoid this, Gustafsson [5] and later on 
Robert [16] suggested the following technique: 
The moduli of the zeroed elements rij, (i, j) E P, are added to the 
diagonal elements of row i and row j of LDLT. Thus, the row sum of A 
and the row sum of LDLT are the same, but the diagonal of R is no longer 
zero. But, with this modification, each Hermitian positive definite matrix 
admits an incomplete factorization for each set P E P(n) [16]. 
Now let us look at the matrix R of a modified incomplete LDLT splitting 
A = LDLT - R. We obtain that R is the sum of matrices of the form 
rtj IrUt 
0 0 1. 
Therefore, R is positive semidefinite. 
In general, Theorem 2.3 is not applicable to these splittings, the SSOR. 
splittings as in (2.3), and the modified incomplete LDLT splittings. For 
arbitrary matrices A + 0 the SSOR splittings for different choices of w 
need not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.3. Moreover, the modified 
incomplete LDLT splittings for different sets P need not satisfy the as- 
sumption of Theorem 2.3 in general. However, the next example describes 
:such splittings. 
The third example is the Jacobi overrelaxation (JOR) method. The 
.JOR method is given by the splitting 
M=LD, 
W 
Here, N t- 0 if w is small enough 
theorem for the JOR method: 
N= 
l-w 
-D$L$U. 
W 
With Theorem 2.3 we obtain the following 
THEOREM 2.4. Let AE C”,” with A F 0. Let ~1, w2 E R with 0 < w1 5 
W2 < l/(1 -Pmin), where pmin is the smallest eigenvalue of D-‘(L + U). 
Then 
P(Hu,) L lo(Hu,) < 1. 
Here, H,, = (1 - wz)I + wiD-l(L + U) is the JOR iterative matrix. 
Proof. The JOR method is based on the splitting 
A= (;D) - (GD+L+U). 
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We have 
if and only if 
l-w 
wD+L+U~O 
T:= 
l-w 
-I + D”‘D-l(L + U)D+’ + 0. 
Since the eigenvalues of T are (1 - w)/w + pi, where pi are the eigenvalues 
of D-l(L + U), we have 
T s 0 if and only if 0 <w < 
1 
1 - f&n 
Furthermore, we have (l/wq)D 5 (l/wl)D, and with Theorem 2.3 [Remark 
l(ii)] we obtain p(H,,) _< p(H,,) < 1. ??
At the end of this section, we give two properties of P-regular splittings 
which we need in the next section. Notice that in the definition of positive 
definiteness we use, the matrices need not be Hermitian. However, the 
notation A + 0 implies both properties, Hermitian and positive definite. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A E C”?” be positive definite, and let (M, N) be a 
P-regular splitting of A. Then M is positive definite. 
Proof. Since MH i- N = MH + M - A, we have for all x E C”, x # 0, 
0 < Re[xH(MH + N)x] = xH(MH + M)s - Re(xHAx) 
5 xH(MH + M)x 
Thus, MN -I- M and therefore M is positive definite. ??
THEOREM 2.6. Let A F 0 and A = M - N with N positive defy- 
nite. Then p(M-IN) < 1, and the real parts of the eigenvalues of M-lN 
are positive. 
Proof. Let x E C” be an eigenvector of M-lN, and X the related eigen- 
value, that is, M-lNx = Xx, or Nx = XMx. With A = M - N we have 
xHNx = XxHMx = XzHAz $ XxHNx. 
Since N is positive definite, we have X # 0, and since A is nonsingular, 
we have X # 1; thus, 
xHNx = 
x 
-xHAz. 
1-x 
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Prom this equation together with its complex conjugate we get 
xH(NH+N)x= zHAx. 
Thus, since xH(NH + N)x > 0 and xHAx > 0, 
x x 
I-x+l_x= 
x-2xX+X 2 ReX - 21X]’ > o, 
(l-X)(1-1) = II-X]2 
Therefore, ReX > 1x1’ > 0 and so ]A] < 1. W 
3. MULTISPLITTINGS 
Comparison theorems for multisplittings of monotone matrices are given 
by Neumann and Plemmons in [13] and Elsner in [4]. Elsner proved the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A-l > 0, and let (Mk, Nk, Ek)r!T1 be a multisplit- 
ting of A, where each splitting (Mk, Nk) is a weak regular splittings of A. -- 
Furthermore, let Ml, M2 be such that 
- - 
Ml iMkiMz, k=l,...,m. 
As in (1.3), let 
H = 2 EkM,-lNk. 
kc1 
-If A = Gl - fi1 is a regular splitting, then 
p(M,%) 5 p(H). 
If A = %?2 - E2 is a regular splitting, then 
p(H) 5 P@&-%). 
In order to get a comparison theorem for Hermitian positive definite 
matrices, we need the following two theorems. Henceforth, we assume that 
the weighting matrices Ek of a multisplitting have the form Ek = okI 
where ok > 0 and cF=“=, ffk = 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A + 0, and let (Mk, Nk, Ek)pTT1 be a multisplitting 
of A, where for each k, (Mk,Nk) as a P-regular splitting and El, = QkI. 
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Let G and H be as in (1.3). Then G is nonsingular and (G-l, G-l H) is a 
P-regular splitting of A. 
Proof. With Theorem 2.5 each MI, is positive definite. Thus, G is also 
positive definite and in particular nonsingular. Since GA = I - H, we have 
A = G-l -G-l H. Therefore, it suffices to show that GeH +-G-l H F 0. But 
G-H f G-IH t 0 
if and only if 
GH(G-H + G-lH)G = G + GH - GHAG + 0. 
Now, we use essentially the same proof as O’Leary and White [15, Theo- 
rem 11: 
G+GH -GHAG 
m m 
= c EkML1 + ~v&-~EI, - c MiHEkAEjMyl 3 
k=l k,j=l 
= 2 MiH (i@Ek + &Mk - &AEk)M~l 
k=l 
- c MTHEkAEjMj 
k,j=l 
k#j 
= 5 MkH (itd;Ek + EkA + EkNk - EkAEk)iid;l 
k=l 
MiHEkAEjMrl 3 
k,j=l 
k#j 
m 
= c MkH MFEk + EkNk + 2 EkAEj M;l 
k=l j=l 
k#j 
-c MkHEkAEjMJF1 
k,j=l 
k#j 
m 
= c a/&&-H (M,” + N,+i;l + 2 “j(YkMiHA(ML1 - MJT1). 
k=l k,j=l 
k#j 
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Since each (Mk, Nk) is a P-regular splitting, Mf +Nk is positive definite. 
Thus, the first sum is positive definite. The second sum may be written as 
k,j=l 
kfj 
m 
= c ffjQ’k(M, -HAM;1 - McHAMj:‘) 
k,j=l 
k#j 
= ; 2 ajak(MI,H - M,H)A(M;l - My’). 
k,j=l 
k#j 
Since all the matrices ML1 - Mjl may be singular, this sum is positive 
semidefinite. Hence we obtain that G + GH - GHAG is positive definite. 
??
Theorem 3.2 states that a multisplitting (Mk, Nk, &)p& which consists 
of P-regular splittings and weighting matrices & = ffkl induces again 
a P-regular splitting. Therefore, we have p(H) < 1. For multisplittings 
with Hermitian positive definite matrices Nk the induced single splitting 
(G-l, G-lH) is of the same type, i.e. G-lH + 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A + 0, and let (Mk, Nk, Ek)& be a multisplitting 
of A, where each Nk is positive definite and Ek = ck’kI. Let G, H be as in 
(1.3). Then, 
(i) the real parts of the eigenvalues of H are positive, 
(ii) if Nk t 0, i.e., the Nk are also Hermitian, then G-l k- 0, G-IN >- 0, 
and all eigenvalues of H are real and positive. 
Proof (i): For m = 1, this is proved by Theorem 2.6. For m > 1 the 
multisplitting induces by Theorem 3.2 the single splitting (G-l, G-‘H). 
Thus, we have to show that G-lH is positive definite. However, G-lH = 
C’ -A is positive definite if and only if GH (G-l + GpH - 2A)G is positive 
definite. We obtain 
G + GH - 2GHAG = 2 MkH (Mk”& + .?&Mk - 2&AEk)M,’ - S 
k=l 
with 
m 
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Moreover, 
G f GH - 2GHAG 
k=l 
= e”FH [ak(@ + Nk) + 2akA(I - ‘ykI)]hf;’ - s 
k=l 
n 
= c MiH @k(# + Nk) + 2 5 (u/&jA iV;l-S 
k=l j=l 
k#j 
k=l k,j=l 
k#j 
Following the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.2, we obtain the pos- 
itive definiteness of G + GH - 2GHAG. 
(ii): With Nk % 0 and A %- 0 we have Mk + 0 for k = 1, . . , m. Thus, 
G-’ > 0 and G + 0. Furthermore, G-‘H = G-’ - A is Hermitian and 
the real parts of the eigenvalues are positive. Thus, G-lH + 0. Further, 
G-‘12HG1j2 >- 0. Therefore, Ge112HG112 is similar to H. So the eigen- 
values of H are real and positive. ??
We are now ready to formulate and prove a comparison theorem for 
certain multisplittings of Hermitian positive definite matrices. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A + 0, and let (ii&, Nk, Ek)rfl be a multisplitting 
of ALwhere each Nk is positive definite and & = okI. Furthermore, let 
GI, h/r, + 0 such that 
- - 
MI dMk 3M2, k=l,...,m. 
As in (1.3), let 
H = 5 EkM;%k 
k=l 
Iffil=Gl--A+O, then 
(3.1) 
we obtain 
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If fi2 = Gz - A + 0, then 
p(H) 5 P(M,-lk). (3.2) 
Proof. With Theorem 3.2 the multisplitting induces the single splitting 
(G-r, G-‘H), where G, H are as in (1.3). With Theorem 3.3, G-l t 0 and 
G-‘H_t O_ Thus, wesn apply Theorem 2.3 to (G-‘,G-‘H_), (Gr,@l), 
and (Ml, Nr). Since A41 3 Mk, we have with Lemma 2.1 MC’ k fil,-‘. 
With 
&k&Ykl=I 
k=l k=l 
7n 
c 
Ekh!f,l 3 ii?-? 
k=l 
Again with Lemma 2.1, 
and (3.1) follows with Theorem 2.3. Analogously we obtain (3.2). ??
Theorem 3.4 gives theoretical upper and lower bounds for a certain mul- 
tisplitting, and again, as in the case of single splittings, Theorem 3.4 has 
the same structure as the related Theorem 3.1 for monotone matrices. 
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